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Photo opportunity of the Month
Nature’s Confusion
Taken by Jeremy Early in his garden on the 28th December
this photograph of a honey bee feeding on a flowering
cherry laurel clearly illustrates the confusion to both plants
and animals as we start 2016. The cherry laurel is flowering
some four months ahead of its normal time. A major study
has identified that more than 600 species of wild flowers
were in bloom on New Years’ Day - normally only around 30
species flower !! This early flowering by many plants is sure
to cause a gap in the usual plant cycle during the coming
Spring. Another illustration of the confusion to natures’
normal cycles is that worker wasps have been observed
flying around the Henfold apiary in early January. Heft your
hives to check they have adequate stores and be prepared
to supplement food stores with both fondant and syrup.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image that could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Venue / Contact

Feb, Wed 3rd

Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30)
RBKA Event - 'Beekeeping Quiz Night’

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Feb, Wed 3rd

Deadline for March Module Exam Entries
Completed forms & payment to Celia Perry by this date.

Celia Perry

Feb, Sat 6th

RBKA Spring Lunch (Noon - 15:00)
Early Spring get-together at the Grumpy Mole.

Brockham Green
Andrew Buchanan

Feb, Sat 13th

For beekeepers with at least three years’ experience.

Mitcham
Sandra Rickwood

Feb, Mon 22nd

Deadline for General Husbandry Assessment Entries
Completed forms & payment to Celia Perry by this date.

Celia Perry

Feb, Fri 26th

Guildford Div Quiz Night+Fish&Chip Supper (19:30)
Other divisions invited to pit teams against them.

Feb, Sat 27th

WSBKA Annual Convention (09:30 - 16:30)
Programme of lectures & seminars for all standards.

westsussexbeekeepers.org.uk

Mar, Wed 2nd

(Last) Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30)
‘Marketing Hive Products’ talk by guest Christine Stevens

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Mar, Sat 5th

11th Surrey Bee Day (09:30 - 17:00)
Speakers: P. Hunter, D. Basterfield, J. Osborne, M. Murdin

Cobham Village Hall
Sandra Rickwood

Mar, Sat 5th

BEETRADEX (09:00 - 16:30)
Trade Stands, Lectures, Restaurant. Entry£4 (£5 on day)

Stoneleigh

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Surrey Training Day General Husbandry

Comments about and contributions for publication in

(10am-3:45pm)

Jacobs Well Vill. Hall
Pulborough

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Editorial
Getting Noticed
You may have already noticed that this edition’s ‘Dates for Your Diary’ section is almost full
with February events alone. You will also see that our Chairman is very keen to flag up some
of those events, and more beyond into March and April. There is much that could, can or must
be done, and each event is appealing for your attention … and space in your diary.
For ALL the listings of relevant beekeeping events that we are aware of, beyond the immediately
occurring events that we can include in
each month, do visit the website’s Diary Dates.
If it’s not already in there and it should be, let us know … and it soon will be !
To further help in providing useful overviews of what is happening in future months, we have
introduced a ‘Notice Board’ section into
. Within this section we will gather and present
the various notices, flyers and press releases that come our way promoting beekeeping events
that RBKA members might (or should) be interested in. We also introduce a new feature
.
This pink pin is a handy link that will take you in a blink to the Notice Board section of the
Members Website; for more detail of all the notices as well as all the latest posts. Try it.
Also do take notice of the February in your Apiary and February Tips Checklist posts on
the website - if only to remind yourself about what should be done this month despite, or because
of, the confusing weather signals we and our bees have been experiencing.
What else to notice ? Well we continue the Honey Recipes ‘for bees’ theme from last month
with advice about making pollen substitute. And we don’t think we are giving too much away
by pointing out the coincidental inclusion in Horticultural News of a list of top ten forage
plants. Whether or not any will figure in Adam’s quiz on the 3rd of February … you will need to
attend to find out. See you there.
Finally … breaking notice: The National Honey Show will be at Sandown Park, Esher this year.
Richard & Graham
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Members News
Adapt to Conditions and Plan Ahead

As part of their Integrated Pest Management
programme to control Varroa Destructor, many
beekeepers apply Oxalic Acid (in the form of
the approved product ‘ApiBioxal’). Because it
doesn’t penetrate beeswax readily, it is
recommended that Oxalic Acid is applied when
the amount of capped brood in the colonies is
at its lowest ie, during January and early
February. However, because of the abnormally
high temperatures during December and early
January, it is likely that queens have been
stimulated to lay more eggs than normal for
this time of the year. This, of course will lead
to sealed brood in which the blighters hide and
feed, and thus will not be controlled by the
Oxalic Acid.
An alternative to the use of Oxalic Acid would
be an application of a product such as ‘MAQS’
(Mite Away Quick-Strip) or to carrying out the
technique of ‘Shook Swarming’. Both of these
actions may be used when the weather warms
up and will be more beneficial than to do
nothing.
As will be seen in the Winter Team’s blog, the
bees at Henfold Copse are being tended on a
regular basis by Simon and Karen Ford and
a merry band of other members – even in the
cold snap ! Thanks to all for your enthusiasm.
Alec Bourhill, who has looked after RBKA’s
bees at our Buckland Apiary for many years,
has given notice that he wishes to stand down
from this post. If anyone feels that they would
like to take on this responsibility, please let me
know.

by Andrew Buchanan

The fitting-out of the Pavilion has made a
quantum leap forward. David Allbeury, Colin
Clement, Graham Fyson, Trevor and
Michelle Keast and a couple of chaps who
work for/with Peter Moore have worked long
and hard to complete the plumbing, erect the
inner walls of the Main Hall and to ‘plaster’,
paint the ceiling, and line the reveals of all the
windows.
Thank you all for your efforts.
The front page provides an already very full
month of ‘Dates for your Diary’. Particular
dates not to be missed during February and
on through March and into April are:
Wed. 3rd Feb: Winter Meeting
at Woodhatch, when Adam Leitch presides
over a ‘Beekeeping Quiz’.
Sat. 6th Feb: Spring Lunch
served at the Grumpy Mole in Brockham
(last date for booking Feb’ 3rd).
Wed. 2nd Mar: Last Winter Meeting
at Woodhatch Community Centre when
Christine Stevens will present a talk ‘Successful Marketing Adds Value’.
Sat. 5th Mar: 11th Surrey Bee Day
being held at Cobham Village Hall.
Sat. 19th Mar: ‘Tidy Up Henfold Inspect the Pavilion - Welcome
Visitors from the Beginners Course and Have a Cup of Coffee … Day’
from 10:00 am until about about 1:00 pm.
Wed. 6th Apr: First Summer Meeting
training session at Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan

01306 712773
07879 552582
andrewb38@btinternet.com

Team Sprit Needed to Meet a Challenge
Hard on the heels of our own Beekeeping Quiz
at Woodhatch, the Guildford Division have once
again thrown down the gauntlet by inviting all
the other Surrey Divisions to bring teams (of
6) along to their 3rd annual Quiz Night and
Fish & Chip Supper event, to be held during
Friday evening, 26th February.

performance considering we were the ONLY non
Guildford team of the 10 teams competing.
So we need to do better this year to put
Guildford back in its place.

A least one team of 6 is required, comprised of
members, partners, friends etc. who together
could address a wide ranging set of beekeeping
At the first event in 2014, Guildford lost out to and non beekeeping questions.
a team from Kingston. So last year they made
a BIG effort and managed to hold the ‘Reigate See the Notice Board section in this
and
Ranglers’ team to third place. Still a creditable the Members website for more details.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Changed and New Faces at BBKA

report by Bob Maurer

If you are a new member, you may not yet be
aware that you are not just a member of
Reigate Beekeepers Association. You are also
a member of Surrey Beekeepers Association
(SBKA) and of the British Beekeepers
Association (BBKA).
Beekeeping Administration in Britain
At the top of a pyramid structure is the British
Beekeepers
Association,
the
national
organisation tasked with being the public face
of beekeeping and lobbying for bees at
government level. It also runs the examination
system and has many other functions. One very
important function is the provision of insurance.
You also receive BBKA News from them.
Next down the pyramid are the Area
Associations, (about 65 of them), who’s
representatives come together once a year to
vote on policy matters at the BBKA. Surrey
Beekeepers Association is our local Area
Association.
Surrey BKA is made up of eight different
beekeeping divisions around the county.
Reigate is one of them (and one of the biggest
- for interest, Reigate has about 240 members
and the total membership of all 8 Surrey
divisions is about 1,000). SBKA is a registered
charity and all the divisions including Reigate
benefit from charitable status whilst the SBKA
central administration takes care of the onerous
requirements of complying with Charity
Commission regulations. This leaves the
divisions free to concentrate on the important
job of training new beekeepers.
SBKA
also
has
an
active
Education
Subcommittee that organises a number of large
scale educational events that would not be
practical for some divisions to offer themselves.
The Annual Delegates Meeting (ADM)
Once a year, in early January, the BBKA holds
an Annual Delegates Meeting with a voting
representative from each Area Association to
decide policy for the next 12 months. Sadly,
all is not well at present with the management
of BBKA. There has been a budget deficit of
over £30,000 for the past two years. The
financial year starts in October but as the
delegates meeting is in January the delegates
are asked to approve a budget which has been
in operation for over three months ! This is not
acceptable and Surrey BKA is at the forefront
of a project to change this. There are other
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

unfortunate
personal
clashes
between
prominent members of the Executive and it
would be good to put these behind us.
Key points from the 2016 ADM …
Election of a new president.
The normal process of governance is that the
BBKA trustees elect a chairman and after two
years in post he moves on to become president.
The recent chairman, Doug Brown, had served
his term of office and has been at the eye of
the storm over budget and other issues. For
the first time in many years, another candidate,
John Hendrie from Kent, stood for election as
president and he was voted into office by a
large majority. It is hoped that he will be seen
as a ‘peacemaker’ and will move BBKA forward
in a better spirit of cooperation.
Subscription Rates
One of the important parts of the meeting is to
set capitation. That’s setting the subscription
in plain English ! Given the deficits over the
past years the treasurer proposed a £2 increase
from £19 to £21. In their infinite wisdom, the
delegates voted down the increase. How BBKA
will be able to fund their activities in the next
year is questionable. They will be forced to cut
the services they provide to members. Just for
the record, the subscription you pay to Reigate
includes this basic figure to BBKA, a very small
amount to Surrey BKA, subscription to BeeCraft
magazine (we are major shareholders in
BeeCraft magazine and receive it at a 25%
discount to normal subscription rates) and Bee
Disease Insurance.
More New Blood
A number of new trustees were elected at the
meeting so there is new blood at BBKA. With
the new president I hope that trust will start to
be rebuilt and we can move BBKA forward.
Change of Chairman
A new Chairman was not elected by delegates
at the ADM. That was to be done by the
Trustees at their first meeting, the weekend
after the ADM. They have now elected
Margaret Murdin as Chair, with Ruth Homer
as Vice Chair.
International Meeting of Young
Beekeepers (IMYB) 2017
On a positive note it was agreed that BBKA
should host the IMYB in 2017. The UK has
participated in this since 2010 and it is hoped
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will encourage more young people to take up
the craft and will promote beekeeping in a
positive way to the public. The downside is that
it is likely to cost £80,000 to host. Given the
recent budget deficits it would have been
impossible for delegates to accept the proposal.
Surrey BKA Council met before the delegates
meeting and devised a strategy. BBKA’s idea
was that £10,000 would come from competing
teams, £30,000 from commercial sponsorship,
£25,000 from a designated reserved BBKA fund
leaving a shortfall of £15,000. The BBKA plan
was to impose a levy of £1 on every
membership subscription. With about 25,000
members this would more than cover the last
£15,000.
History shows that delegates are not fond of
levies. Surrey BKA proposed that the
application to host the event should be subject
to raising the £30,000 commercial sponsorship.
We further proposed that a £1 levy would be
agreed, but only to be implemented when the
organising committee can demonstrate that
they have at least £30,000 of commercial
sponsorship committed to the project. Anyone
who has ever tried to raise sponsorship money
will know how hard this is. Potential sponsors
want to see commitment from the team
requesting the money. To give the organising
committee some commitment from the
beekeeping community, Surrey BKA said we
would offer not £1 per person (that would have
given the fund about £1,000) but a lump sum
of £5,000. However, Surrey BKA will only pay
this sum when the organising committee can
demonstrate that they have £30,000 of

guaranteed commercial funding. I have asked
other Area Associations to consider this and I
know a number have plans to commit more
than £1 per head. This was accepted by the
meeting so it is now up to the organising
committee to come up with the commercial
sponsorship. Surrey BKA central funds can cope
with the £5,000 donation so there will be no
impact on Reigate’s finances.
Examinations Board Elections
Elections to the Board to fill 6 places were a
laborious process of first voting for 3 year terms
- the top three gaining those places. Then a
second vote for the 2 year terms, the top two
getting those places and finally a third vote to
fill a single place for a 1 year term.
Winning 3 year terms were: Marin Anastasia,
David Blower, and our own Celia Perry.
The 2 year terms were won by: Gordon
Cutting & Alastair Welch, with the 1 year
term going to Bob Smith.
It is a great accolade to Celia that she achieved
a high vote. People are getting to know her!
Also excellent that Farnham member Alastair
Welch was re-elected to the Exam Board.
More if wanted !
The ADM is a complex and arduous meeting,
starting at 10:30 and running until 5 pm sometimes longer - with about a 30 minute
lunch break. I have spared you the six pages
of abbreviated notes I submitted to the Surrey
BKA Council. If you want to know more please
just ask.
Bob Maurer

Nomination for a Nationwide Community Match Donation
Our Grant Fund seeking team of:
Andrew Cornwall, Anna Slade &
Celia Perry have a winner …

What happens next ?
From 1st February 2016 a poster will be
displayed in the Community Match stand in the
following Nationwide branches;

Congratulations !
● Haywards Heath
● Brighton (London Road)
● Brighton (West St)
● Horley
Nationwide customers have nominated Reigate
● Crawley
● Lewes
Beekeepers to feature in their local branch
● Dorking
● Redhill
charity voting scheme - ‘Community Match’.
●
East
Grinstead
Each quarter, branches feature three local
charities / community organisations from Voting
customer nominations.
Begins on 1st February 2016 and ends on 29th
We will already receive a £100 donation for April 2016. As featured on our public site, the
being short listed to feature in the community public is already being invited to vote for us.
match scheme. Should we go on to receive the
All Members, our relations and friends
most votes at the end of the voting campaign, need to be visiting Nationwide branches,
then we will receive an additional £500.
picking up tokens, and voting for us !
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Events News
Beekeeping Quiz

SPRING LUNCH

Wednesday 3rd February 2016

Saturday 6th February 2016
12:15 for 1:00 pm
at
The Grumpy Mole
Brockham Green

The next Winter Season meeting at the
Woodhatch Centre provides a change from
Talks or Presentations.
With two lectures on botany already this
year, our annual quiz continues the theme
with a decidedly floral look to it.

Final call for booking a place at the table.
The menu to choose from, prices and a
Booking Form for you to complete and
return have been previuosly circulated and
also be downloaded from the website.
Click Here for service.
To book, please send/give a completed
Booking Form together with your
Cheque/Cash to:
Andrew Buchanan
‘Drumbeg’,
Weare Street, Capel, Surrey, RH5 5JA.

This time, Adam Leitch will
be testing your flower
identification skills, but have
no fear if your abilities stretch
no further than maybe
recognising a daisy or a
buttercup, this quiz has
plenty of clues so every one has a chance
to win.
Answer sheets will be provided for
you to fill in. Otherwise you just
need to bring a pen and something
to rest on (an old book, or folder).

Not Later Than 3rd February 2016 Please.

Call for Helpers at our Auction of Bees and Beekeeping Equipment
Elsewhere in
and on our Volunteers will be needed on the 16th April:
Members Website you will have ● Car Parking Marshals
seen - or will be seeing - notices
● Gate
Keepers
to
ensure
against
about this years annual Auction.
unauthorised removal of auction items
Full administration details and
procedures can be found on our public website
http://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk.
Those details provide the information needed
by Sellers and Buyers during the run-up to and
during the day of the Auction itself.
Fronting the Auction on the day will be our
Auctioneer Malcolm Fry, with Paul Cleaver
in close attendance; whilst Andrew Buchanan
and Vince Gallo will be at the Registration
desk.
In order for it all to run as well and efficiently
as has been achieved in previous years, there
is also much ‘behind the scenes’ and ‘not so
behind the scenes’ activity.
And that’s were you can help ... whether or not
you are also intending to be selling or buying
during the Auction.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

● Porters to receive and check items being
brought in to sell and arrange their display
in the auction area between 8:30 am until
10:30 am.
● Runners to take winning bid details to the
admin team during the auction.
● Porters to collect items at the end of the
Auction for bid winners, upon presentation
of paid receipts, and to sign items out.
● Kitchen assistants to help set-up, prepare
and serve the refreshments and to help clear
up afterwards.
● To provide a supply of freshly made Bacon
Butties, Cakes and Biscuits!
Please contact Paul Cleaver to offer help
running the Auction itself, and
Maggie Minter to assist with the
Catering. Many thanks.
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Notice Board

(click the

Reigate Beekeepers Auction of
Bees & Beekeeping Equipment

Short Course -

Pollen & Nutrition

Saturday 16th April 2016

When - from Saturday, 12th March 2016 at

Viewing on the day ….. 11:00 a.m.

09:30 to Sunday, 13th March 2016 at 16:30

Auction commences at … 12:00 noon.

Course Fees - Now only £80 per student

Refreshments available.

Venue: Mickleham Village Hall, Dell Close, Mickleham,
Surrey RH5 6EE
- just off the A24, between Leatherhead and Dorking.

To sell your items of equipment or colony(s), complete and
submit a Sellers Registration Form by 12th April.
Register asap, the auction will be restricted to 300 lots.
Terms & Conditions and Sellers Registration Forms
can be viewed at and downloaded from:
www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
For buyers, a Catalogue of Items for Sale will be
Published on the same website by Friday, 15th April,
with printed copies also being available on he day.

Any questions ? Email Paul Cleaver at
cleaver.paul@gmail.com

Members only discount on
everything in our shop extended
to ALL Surrey BKA members

SATURDAY 26th March 2016
11 am – 3 pm
At: Upper Mill, Kingston Road, Ewell,
Surrey, KT17 2AF
Get your beekeeping season off to a
flying start!!
For ONE DAY only we are extending
our Epsom Members discount to all
Surrey Beekeepers.
For a complete product list:
If you would like to take advantage
of this opportunity please email
your order to:
sales@epsombeekeepers.co.uk
and your order will be
picked and waiting for you.
Items will be available for collection
on Saturday 26th March 2016
between 11 am – 3 pm. Cheque or
cash payments only.
Offer includes hive parts (Nat. and
Com.), frames, wax foundation.
Treat yourself to a whole hive – the
Epsom Second at £167.
For the Apiary Shop Price List;

(from England and Wales), including all
consumables, course handouts, refreshments
and a light lunch on both days.

Target Audience - NDB Short Courses can
provide valuable discussion, learning, and
hands-on experience for those planning to
take the BBKA Assessments above Basic level.
Courses are aimed at those beekeepers with
some experience of the craft; they are not
aimed at novices.
Students are welcome to apply on a first
come, first served basis.
For details of this and all upcoming NDB
Short Courses - visit the NDB website:
http://national-diploma-beekeeping.org/frontpage/short-courses/

Surrey Bee Day
Saturday 5th March 2016
9:30 am Registration, 10 am Start - 5 pm
Cobham Village Hall, Lushington Drive,
Cobham, KT11 2LU

Programme & Speakers
● Pam Hunter - ‘A History of Beekeeping’
Pam, a Master Beekeeper, is currently Chair of the Examinations
Board

● Dan Basterfield - ‘Reading a Hive’
Dan is a bee farmer and well known lecturer on the craft of beekeeping.
He holds the National Diploma in Beekeeping (NDB)

● Juliet Osborne - ‘An Overview of Current
Research’
Juliet recently moved from Rothamsted Research and is now a Professor
at Exeter University’s Environment & Sustainability Institute.

● Margaret Murdin - ‘Years 2-11 in Beekeeping’
Margaret is a Master Beekeeper, holds the NDB and is the newly
elected Char of the BBKA Trustees.

Tickets £24 including lunch, from:
Sandra Rickwood
19 Kenwood Drive Walton on Thames KT12 5AU
01932 244326
rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
Please make cheques payable to ‘Surrey Beekeepers Association’

or visit the Epsom BKA website

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

Where - Epsom Beekeepers Apiary - Upper
Mill, Kingston Road. Ewell, Surrey KT17 2AF

Visit Paynes at their own stall.

Epsom Beekeepers
One Day Spectacular

to also find it and more on our website)
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The West Sussex Beekeepers’ Association
is pleased to invite you to the

WSBKA Annual Convention.
Lodge Hill Centre, Watersfield, Pulborough,
West Sussex – 9:30 am to 4:30 pm
Saturday 27th February

8th - 10th April
The major BBKA event in the beekeeping calendar.
With 30 lectures and 50 courses to choose
from … Tradeshow Friday and Saturday ◊
Lectures ◊ Courses ◊ Workshops ◊
Accomodation ◊ Dinners

The event is designed to suit beekeepers of all
standards. As well as the main lectures, the
seminars offer a choice of more specialised topics.
The main speakers are Celia Davis, Peter Sutcliffe
and Norman Carreck.

Venue: Harper Adams University, Newport,
Shropshire, TF10 8NB

There will be other seminars to choose from ‘Insecticides – Facts and Myths’ by Bartholomews
Agri Foods Ltd; ‘Soap Making’ by Liz Ready; ‘Bees
Need Plants, Plants Need Bees’ by Pam Hunter and
‘Exploring Queen Problems’ by Roger Patterson and
Jim Norfolk.

Tickets on sale from 11th January – visit:
www.bbka.org.uk
BBKA Members – in advance £20; on the day £22
Day-ticket to Trade Show only on the day – £5

Refreshments and a simple lunch will be included
and there will be many opportunities to catch up
with fellow beekeepers. Paynes Southdown Bee
Farms are returning and will bring a range of
equipment and books to sell and so there is plenty
of opportunity to spend as well!
Full details and a booking form can be found on the
WSBKA website. We hope as many of you as
possible will join us.

Enquiries:
● Workshops and Courses –
workshopconvenor@bbka.org.uk
● Accommodation and Meals –
hostpitality@bbka.org.uk
● General – tim.lovett@bbka.org.uk

www.westsussexbeekeepers.org.uk/convention.html

The BBKA’s postal address is:
National Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park,
Kenilworth, Warks CV8 2LG

General Husbandry Assessment Course
Beyond the Basic – taking your beekeeping skills to the next level The General Husbandry Assessment
Date: 13th February 2016 - 10 am till 3:45 pm
Venue: Mitcham (full details will be sent with the booking)
Cost: £25 (SBKA members) £35 (non-members)
To include refreshments and a light lunch.

This is the first of two General Husbandry Assessment courses. It is for
those who wish to take the BBKA General Husbandry assessment, either
this year or sometime in the future. The course content assumes
delegates will have at least three years’ bee keeping experience.
The programme includes:
● an understanding of the syllabus for the General Husbandry
Assessment
● how the assessment is carried out and what to expect
● the practical aspects of the assessment – audience participation
and presentation
● the theory aspects of the assessment – audience participation and
presentation

Meridian Beekeepers
invite you to a talk on

‘Honey - a sweet
solution to infection’
Sunday March 20th,
2:30 pm
Botley Market Hall,
Botley, SO30 2EA

Click her for full details of the classroom based
first course on Saturday 13th February 2016.

Dr Rowena Jenkins from Cardiff
Metropolitan University, Cardiff
School of Health has been
involved in researching the
antimicrobial effects of manuka
honey on bacteria of clinical
significance,
eg:
MRSA,
P. aeruginosa, and S. pyogenes
for more than a decade. She is
currently involved in the efficacy
of using honey with antibiotics
against both planktonic and
biofilms of bacteria.

The main aim of these courses is to allow delegates to be better able to
assess what further studying and/or revising might be needed.

There will be tea and cake
available after the talk.

The second course will be in the spring, a practical apiary based half day,
and provides final preparations for those aiming to take their Assessment
that year, and to provide an advanced view of expectations for those
planning to take the Assessments at a later date.

Cost £8 to non Meridian
Members.

To reserve a place please email Sandra Rickwood:

rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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To book please email
louisewithbees@gmail.com
or telephone - 01489 781155

Guildford Division Surrey Beekeepers
Quiz Night and Fish & Chip Supper
Friday 26th February 2016 at 7:30 pm
At Jacobs Well Village Hall, Jacobs Well Road, Guildford, GU4 7PD
This is our third Quiz Night and last time we held our heads up high and weren’t beaten by another Division!
To other Divisions, this is a challenge to come and sort out Guildford by making up a table!!
The quiz will not be just about bees, so now is also your chance to
bring other halves or non-beekeeping friends to add to the knowledge.
The cost is £13.00 per person to include cod & chips or a veggie burger. Bring your own drinks and glasses.
Prior booking is essential for this evening of fun and to do this please contact as soon as possible:
Marilynne Bainbridge on 01483 275949 or email m.abainbridge@btinternet.com
We really do hope that you can make it as it is always nice to get together for a fun social occasion.
We look forward to hearing from you soon.
We will be holding a raffle so the donation of a raffle prize would be very much appreciated.

Education News
Summer Training Programme

Congratulations in Order

Mike Hill is now Education Co-ordinator,
after Andrew Cornwall had to stand down
due to other commitments.

Reigate Beekeepers continues to exercise
influence upon the world of beekeeping
with the appointment of Celia Perry onto
the BBKA’s Examinations Board.

Planning of the training programmes for
Beginners, Basic and Improver levels during
the Summer meetings at Henfold Copse
apiary has now commenced.
A briefing of selected Leaders and Hive
Mentors is being scheduled for the 30th
March, with more details to follow in the
March edition of
.

As noted in Bob Maurers ADM report (see
page 5), Celia secured a sufficiently high
number of votes to have earned a three
year term of office on the body that shapes
the ‘jewel in BBKA’s crown’, that is its
highly regarded Education Programme.

Topical News
Future Potential Pests
Only thirty years ago Varroa mites were
not something which appeared in routine
beekeeping activities. Now it has become
all-consuming in many ways, completely
changing beekeeping in large parts of the
world. Combating it has cost millions of
pounds
worldwide and the fight goes on
with no clear ending. We now know a lot
more about Varroa, but that knowledge has
not always translated into practical help for
the beekeeper.

major disaster area.
(1) Small Hive Beetle (SHB)
This is a notifiable pest and if you suspect
you have found it, it must be reported to
your bee inspector or the NBU.

It is closely related to our common pollen
beetle that all gardeners are familiar with,
but a little larger at 5 – 7 mm. It is black
with clubbed antennae and the wing cases
covering the wings are shortened so that
However, Varroa might not be the end of the last few abdominal segments are visible.
our troubles. So what is on the way ?
The reproductive potential is frightening: a
The next big problem waiting to pounce on our female may lay between 1,000 and 2,000
honey bees if / when it comes could be another eggs, hiding them in crevices in the hive.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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may lay eggs and on soil around imported
plants. This may contain pupae. Beetles can
survive for some time without food.
So what can we do ?
As individual beekeepers all we can do
is be very vigilant. Just because we do
not live near a port does not mean we
could not be the first to find it. There
are entry routes everywhere. For example,
there are garden centres specialising in
tropical plants and artefacts. Containers
Small Hive Beetle
from all over the world wend their way
The eggs hatch into little larvae which eat down quiet country roads and through towns,
pollen and honey and tunnel through the the list is endless. So be vigilant.
comb. When present in large numbers they
If it is detected very early it may be possible
can cause the honey to ferment and the
to eradicate it, but left to spread, that
whole thing becomes a sticky, weeping mass,
becomes virtually impossible.
smelling of rotten oranges.
Strong colonies can usually control the beetle
Similarly in supers, stored in warm conditions
and good hygiene, especially in the extracting
prior to extraction, they can cause enormous
room, is essential.
losses. Once fully grown the larvae exit
the hive en m asse, tunnel into the soil Various traps, using oil, have been developed.
around the hives (although they can crawl It is often possible to attack the pupae
a considerable distance) and pupate. Under in the soil with insecticides and future
good conditions the whole life cycle takes developments may include the use of fungi
about six weeks but can be much longer or nematodes to parasitise the pupae.
if the soil temperature is low, below 10oC.
For more information click this link
This may prove to be the Achilles heel of the www.biobees.com/library/general_beekeeping
beetle in this country, particularly further north,
/pests_other/TropilaelapsBeeMites.pdf.
as it struggles to complete its life cycle and is
unable to have as many generations in the (2) Tropilaelaps
year.
Tropilaelaps is a tiny mite. It is smaller than
SHB is endemic in sub-Saharan Africa and Varroa but it scuttles over the comb so may
should, and is now a real pest in the United be easier to spot. It is found over a huge
States, Australia and other places. In 2004 area of Asia.
it was found in Portugal and successfully
eradicated, but in 2014 quite a few apiaries The Tropilaelaps mites are parasites of
were found to be infested in Southern Italy. honey bee brood. Feeding on bee larvae
The Italian Government spent very serious and pupae causes brood malformation,
money; many colonies were destroyed, apiaries death of bees and subsequent colony
ploughed and disinfected and livelihoods decline or absconding. Bee colonies heavily
destroyed, but it appeared that the problem infested with either Tropilaelaps or Varroa
had been solved. Then in September 2015 show similar damage.
more beetles re-emerged in the same area
and the problem is ongoing. True, it is quite Tropilaelaps mites are mobile and can
a long way from us, but with the speed of readily move between bees and within
movement around the globe these days the hive. They are transported on the
bees similar to Varroa.
distance is not a problem.
The pest can be transported on honey bees,
bumblebee colonies, in swarms on containers,
in comb and honey, on fruit, especially fruit
such as melons, mangoes etc. where beetles
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

Its life-cycle is similar to that of Varroa, but
shorter and it needs honey bee brood to be
available throughout
the whole year.
Development requires about one week.
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What do they look like ?

Tropilaelaps

on the
Varroa

right
mite

alongside

Smaller than the native
European hornet, the
queens are 3 cm in
length and workers are
roughly 25 mm shorter.
The body is velvety dark
brown or black, with a
fine coloured border to
the segments. Only one
segment is coloured entirely yellow / orange.
The legs are dark brown with yellow ends, and
the head is black with an orange / yellow face.

a

Providing the Winters remain sufficiently cold
to ensure a brood break, any mites that do
arrive should die during the Winter, but with
climate change this could change. Already
some of our bee colonies are continuously
brooded through the year.
For

more

information

click

this

link

www.nationalbeeunit.com/index.cfm?pageid=92

which
site.

will

take

you

to

the

NBU

web

(3) The Asian Hornet
(Vespa velutina nigrithorax)

What should you do if you think you see one ?

This pest preys on honey bees and is spreading
rapidly across France where they were first
spotted in 2004 after arriving in a consignment
of pottery from China. They have spread
across western France and have taken hold
in the east. (DNA tests have revealed that
all the Asian hornets in France are descendants
of just one queen !!) Their presence was
confirmed in Spain in 2010 and in Belgium
in 2011.
Queens build their nests in April and rapidly
begin to lay eggs until the population reaches
about 6,000. By July they begin hunting honey
bees, chopping them up and feeding them to
their larvae. Studies indicate that each hornet
can devour up to 50 bees a day, and swarms
can decimate bee colonies in just a few hours.
Their bee hunting can continue well into
November according to the NBU.

The BBKA advises: If you think you have seen
one take a photograph and email it with details
of where you saw it together with your contact
information to the Non Native Species Secretariat
- see their website www.nonnativespecies.org
If it is safe, take a hornet sample and send it
to the NBU for examination. However, do not
under any circumstances disturb or provoke
an active hornets’ nest.
Although there are still no official sightings in
the UK a study by the NBU in 2012 says their
arrival here is very likely and warns that once
established their spread will be rapid.
So we all need to be very vigilant.
For more information from the NBU click
www.nationalbeeunit.com/index.cfm?pageid=208

for
A highly aggressive predator of native species, See the March 2013 edition of
detailed
advice
about
making
and
using
an
the hornets’ appetite is not limited to honey
bees, they will eat wasps and many other Asian hornet trap in your apiary.
types of insect pollinators.
Their huge nests are usually, but not always,
high above the ground.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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adapted from an article by Celia Davis
Warwickshire BKA

Photographs - (1) dover-express.co.uk / (2) independent.co.uk

Questions & Answers
Question - What are pheromones ?
A Pheromone is a chemical released by
an organism and when received by another
organism of the same species results
in a physiological, developmental or behavioural
change.

is a composite of a large number of
compounds of which five are generally listed.
All have long names, but the two most
frequently mentioned are 9-keto-(E)-2decenoic acid (9-ODA for short) and 9-hydroxy(E)-2-decenoic acid (9-HDA for short). These,
alone and when included in the full mixture,
have multiple functions in different situations.
It is useful to look at the various effects and
some of the ways in which they work with other
totally different pheromones:

Pheromones are widespread in the animal
kingdom, but it is in insects that they
really come into their own, and particularly
in social insects where they form one
of the major forms of communication
between individuals, allowing the complex
organisation of a group of many thousands
● They both contribute to the general mix of
of insects into an efficient unit.
queen pheromones, ‘telling’ the workers
Other forms of communication also exist.
that they have a queen and all is well.
In honey bees, we must not forget the
They interact with pheromones from a number
value of dances and vibrations, sounds
of other queen glands in this respect and
and trophallaxis (food sharing).
All of
the combination of all of them maintains
which interact with each other and with
the retinue surrounding the queen and
pheromone communications.
ensures that she is cared for.

● The presence of the pheromone promotes
foraging by the workers.
● The suppression of laying workers used to
be attributed to QMP, but that is now
disputed, and certainly the pheromones
produced by unsealed brood are more
important. A queenless colony may be
maintained without developing laying workers
if unsealed brood is continually added.
● 9-ODA, together with the footprint pheromone
produced by the queen’s tarsal glands, helps
to suppress the building of queen cells.
However, initiation of swarming is a complex
process determined to a large extent by
the condition and growth of the colony and
supply of resources, particularly pollen.
● 9-ODA also attracts drones on a queen’s
mating flight. Drones can detect it as much
as 50 m downwind, but, when the drone
gets to within 30 cm a second pheromone
from the queen’s tergite glands comes into
play and induces actual mating.

A bee pheromone is usually a mix of a
number of different chemicals, often quite ● 9-ODA attracts workers to the cluster when
a swarm has issued. Nasonov pheromone,
closely related to one another, and each
produced by the workers also assists with
individual substance may have greater relevance
this. Both pheromones together are also
in a particular situation. So, if we take
essential to keep the swarm together when
a fairly familiar pheromone that is produced
it is travelling to a new home, but the
in the mandibular glands of the queen
queen pheromone is the most important of
(QMP) we can see how this works.
It
the two. Swarms can be led by a lure
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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containing QMP when no queen is present Once mated, the mix changes and she becomes
but will become disorganised if it is reliant very attractive to the workers. Then as she
gets older, amounts reduce. This is commonly
solely on Nasonov pheromone.
● 9-HDA stabilises the swarm once it has cited as one of the reasons why older queens
are more likely to swarm, but this is only
clustered.
part of the story. In the case of the queen
This list illustrates the wide-ranging effects tarsal pheromone, which has already been
that a single pheromone may have, and also mentioned, the amount produced by a six-month
the importance of the interaction with other old queen is roughly twice that produced by
pheromones from the queen and from workers. a twenty four-month old queen.
( Drones have not been mentioned - but they
undoubtedly produce pheromones. However,
little work has been done to determine the
types of pheromone and the roles they play.)

This article has only scratched the surface of
what is one of the most fascinating aspects
of insect life and there is still a long way to
go with a great deal still to be discovered.
Research work is continuing all the time and
To add to the complexity, pheromones vary
it is necessary to look at the latest papers
in composition and amount with the age and
to keep up-to-date.
condition of the individual. So, to keep our
example of QMP, a newly-hatched queen
Further reading:Winston, M. ‘The Biology of the
produces very little, but in the first few days Honey Bee’ / Goodman, L. ‘ Form and Function in
of her life the amounts increase so that she
the Honey Bee’.
becomes attractive to drones and workers
courtesy of Celia Davis Warwickshire BKA
take more of an interest in her.

Honey Recipes
Making Pollen Substitute
The warm and wet weather has confused
nature’s normal plant cycles, so feeding our
bees may be a necessity this Spring. The
following recipe may prove interesting to those
who prefer to make their own, and it
complements the recipe for Fondant featured
in last month’s January edition of
.

Applying Patties in the Hive

The patties are
normally placed
directly over the
top of the frames
of bees, in direct
contact with the
brood frame top
Mix the dry ingredients thoroughly - Soybean bars.
Flour, 300 g / Dried Brewer’s Yeast, 100 g / Dry
skimmed Milk, 100 g - then add sugar syrup or
honey. (A simpler and probably adequate, To prevent the upper surface of the patty
from drying out a baking parchment disc
mixture can be made using just soya flour,
should be left on top. Pollen substitutes are
omitting the yeast and milk powder.)
best not used in conjunction with supers, as
Mix with sufficient honey or syrup to make a the bees may try to store the pollen substitute
stiff paste, just stiff enough so as not to flow material in the supers.
under its own weight.

Shelf Life

The mixture should be formed into approximately
100 g patties on discs of baking parchment,
spread out to a thickness of about 8 mm.
If the upper surface of each patty is smeared
with a little vegetable oil, they can be stacked
for convenience to take them to the apiary
without sticking together too much.

The moist mixture should be sealed into plastic
containers if not required immediately, and
refrigerated. They will keep in the fridge
adequately for two weeks; if to be stored for
longer they should be frozen. Thaw for 24 hours
to room temperature before giving to the bees.
courtesy of the Scottish BKA

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Horticultural News
Planting for Bees

- possibly recommended reading for our Quiz Night, 3rd February - see page 6

It may still be early in the year but now is the
time to start planning your garden or apiary
planting to assist your bees with appropriate
forage plants, some you may find unusual.
The following is a top ten of forage plants.
1. Borage is a good source of nectar and
pollen, and flowers between April and
October.
2. Blackberry, another good source of nectar
and pollen which flowers May to September.
3. Cherry, nectar and pollen, flowers mid-April
to mid-May.
4. Dandelions - leave some in your lawn ! Or
in a wild flower border. They provide nectar
and pollen in abundance, and flower March
to October.
5. Lime Trees, (Tilia x europaea and Tilia
platyphyllos), good source of nectar, flowers
June to July.
6. Michaelmas Daisies, a good source of
nectar and pollen, late flowering July to late
October.
7. Orchard fruit, mainly pollen but also some
nectar.
8. Rosebay Willow Herb, a good source of
both nectar and pollen, flowers over a long
period from July to September.
9. White Clover - another to leave to flower
in your lawn. A good source of nectar,
flowers June to September.
10.Willow a good source of early pollen, and
some species produce nectary flowers
February to May.

Borage

Blackberry

Dandelion

This list comes from Dr.
William Kirk, and more
suggestions and advice
about planning planting
for bees are included in
his excellent book ‘Plants
for Bees’.
The book is available
from BBKA for £25.

website

White Clover

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and NEXT
BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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